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The value of craft after
software sounds rampant
sometimes, expressing
the freedom of escaping
repetitive taps and clicks
to accomplish some
assumed tasks. Mixing
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Katarzyna Glowicka
ventures into a modern
interpretation of
Shakespeare’s sonnets,
for many one of the
highest expressions of
love in all of literature,
but for others a
controversial work, who
argue that these texts
are enigmatic and often

contradictory. Glowicka has already been inspired by the poems of the
great Bard as early as 1999to produce a collection of three short
compositions: Sonnet 24, 109 and 102, respectively “My eye hath played
the painter”, “Oh never say That I was false of heart” and “My love is
strengthened.” She added four more to these ten years later: “When my
love swears”, “Love is too young”, “Sweet love” and “All naked.”
Everything is now collected in a CD published by ARTEksounds and
supported – among others – by The Netherlands Performing Arts Fund.
Katarzyna Glowicka has masterfully led the musical project on a
suspended ridge between tradition and modernity. With the Rubens
Quartet and Israeli countertenor Arnon Zlotnik, she modulates the
properties and idioms of early music with modern techniques,
articulating melodic harmonies with an electroacoustic approach,
real-time electronics and chamber music. Between romantic hints and
spiritual environments, the seven tracks are all very enjoyable. The
composer is no stranger to the melting pot of different cultural areas,
with collaborations between theater and music. Indeed, Glowicka has
shared stages in the past with choreographers and visual artists and
is absolutely at ease with all references, having developed the project
so long. Over the centuries William Shakespeare has always
fascinated legions of other artists – and, not surprisingly, his sonnets
were also set in pop guise by David Gilmour of Pink Floyd – however,
the suggestions here are much intense and significant and they bring
us closer and more directly in contact with the original work.
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media, electricity,
electronics, mechanics
and inert objects Graham
Dunning has realised a
structured
track/performance/open
script in his “Mechanical
Techno: Ghost in the
Machine Music.” More
than a proof of concept a
machine music

declination.
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Isn’t ASCII Art a perfect
form of “graffiti” in 2010s?
The 8-bit aesthetics is
among the strongest
visual references
connecting the analogue
recent past with the omni-
digital present, so why not
adopt it to finally have
some public art embedded
in the present? In Varberg,
Sweden, 2016, the GOTO80
crew (feat: Karin
Andersson) did it,
choosing (not by accident)
the Mo Soul Amiga-font.
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YesNo by Timo Kahlen
feels like “traditional” net
art, a well crafted stuck
webpage for the user’s
aural and clickable
enjoyment.
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The relationship between
Andy Warhol and personal
computers (becoming
quite popular during his
last years) has been only
partially investigated
beyond his Amiga works.
In November 2015,
Sotheby’s sold his “Apple
(from Ads)” (acrylic and
silkscreen ink on canvas)
for 910.000 USD, and in
catalogue’s notes Warhol
tells about his meeting
with Steve Jobs insisting
to give him one and
showing him how to draw
(even if still in black and
white): “we went into Sean
[John Lennon’s son]’s
bedroom–and there was a
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kid there setting up the
Apple computer that Sean
had gotten as a present,
the Macintosh model. I
said that once some man
had been calling me a lot
wanting to give me one,
but that I’d never called
him back or something,
and then the kid looked up
and said, ‘Yeah, that was
me. I’m Steve Jobs.’ And he
looked so young, like a
college guy. And he told me
that he would still send
me one now. And then he
gave me a lesson on
drawing with it. It only
comes in black and white
now, but they’ll make it
soon in color…I felt so old
and out of it with this
young whiz guy right there
who helped invent it.”
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Harsh Noise Wally, is a
sophisticated mashup
mixing strips of Wally, the
lazy and cynic colleague of
Dilbert with some epic
noise music extreme
attitudes. Well conceived
and assembled.
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Minority Report comes
closer… Three huge
screens at Birmingham
New Street railway station
are scanning passers-by
and play advertisements
accordingly.
http://www.birminghamm
ail.co.uk/news/midlands-
news/new-street-station-
advertising-screens-
9920400
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GoPro ancestors in the
1960s and 1970s, mainly
sport and movie persons
like F1 driver Jackie
Stewart, Bob Sinclair and
Steve McQueen.
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Rapper Prince Harvey, after
his computer crashed and
his external drive was
stolen, managed to record
an entire album in Apple
Store SoHo in four months,
befriending employees,
hiding files and using USB
sticks and mail. as
support. Abbie Hoffman
would have been proud.
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